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  In My Words Mont G,2017-06-15 I wake up with the
sun peeking in my eye. Thinking of my day and I guess I'll
try. Walk over to the sink to wash my face. Going over my
schedule, yelling out, Fuck this place! Brushing my teeth, I
had to do that. What I want for breakfast? Cereal or
oatmeal? Oatmeal yea that. Burnt my hand on the stove
damn the pain! Go to rinse with water. It's off, damn again. I
look at the clock and see eight one three. Damn that was
quick hit them with the New York, damn B. I walked out the
door depression hit me. Realized I was on a flat, pain is in
me. Changing my tire busting my knuckles. All I can do is
chuckle. Riding off going to work. Listening to radio,
laughing like a crazy jerk. Pulling up to the plant the smell is
real. Look in the phone at my kids I got to deal. Get in my
jump suit clocking in. On the line they talking about the
clubs the girls they went all in. I hit my lunch break. No
money oh shit faked a stomach ache. Finishing up work feel
my pain. Feet ache, headache no call from my main. Driving
home slow even more depressed. My mind is locking on
things that stress. Walking in the door remembering no
water. My life in pain no real order. I go to bed too many
hunger pains. Who gives a shit waking up to another day of
pain?
  Shakespeare’s Props Sophie Duncan,2019-01-30
Cognitive approaches to drama have enriched our
understanding of Early Modern playtexts, acting and
spectatorship. This monograph is the first full-length study
of Shakespeare’s props and their cognitive impact.
Shakespeare’s most iconic props have become
transhistorical, transnational metonyms for their plays: a
strawberry-spotted handkerchief instantly recalls Othello; a
skull Hamlet. One reason for stage properties’ neglect by
cognitive theorists may be the longstanding tendency to
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conceptualise props as detachable body parts: instead, this
monograph argues for props as detachable parts of the
mind. Through props, Shakespeare’s characters offload,
reveal and intervene in each other’s cognition, illuminating
and extending their affect. Shakespeare’s props are neither
static icons nor substitutes for the body, but volatile,
malleable, and dangerously exposed extensions of his
characters’ minds. Recognising them as such offers new
readings of the plays, from the way memory becomes a
weapon in Hamlet’s Elsinore, to the pleasures and perils of
Early Modern gift culture in Othello. The monograph
illuminates Shakespeare’s exploration of extended
cognition, recollection and remembrance at a time when
the growth of printing was forcing Renaissance culture to
rethink the relationship between memory and the object.
Readings in Shakespearean stage history reveal how props
both carry audience affect and reveal cultural priorities:
some accrue cultural memories, while others decay and are
forgotten as detritus of the stage.
  Values Across Cultures and Times Biljana Mišić
Ilić,Vesna Lopičić,2014-03-17 Values Across Cultures and
Times is a collection of sixteen articles examining the
concept of values understood in its broadest sense as the
need of the modern man to examine, redefine, and
reconstruct previous theories, histories, moralities, social
relationships, forms of language and language use. In times
of great change, preserving traditional values seems to be
particularly difficult, and the authors of these essays
respond to the challenge, and approach the notion of
changing values from the perspectives of literary studies
and linguistics. The book opens with an introductory
overview, followed by sixteen articles divided into three
sections. The book is aimed at a broad academic audience,
while the popular style of the articles also makes the
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volume appealing to a wider audience interested in
different aspects of values. The authors of the articles come
from Serbia, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Romania, and the United
States.
  Stargirl Jerry Spinelli,2004-05-11 ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME • NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER A modern-day classic from Newbery
Medalist Jerry Spinelli, this beloved celebration of
individuality is now an original movie on Disney+! And don't
miss the author's highly anticipated new novel, Dead
Wednesday! Stargirl. From the day she arrives at quiet Mica
High in a burst of color and sound, the hallways hum with
the murmur of “Stargirl, Stargirl.” She captures Leo Borlock’
s heart with just one smile. She sparks a school-spirit
revolution with just one cheer. The students of Mica High
are enchanted. At first. Then they turn on her. Stargirl is
suddenly shunned for everything that makes her different,
and Leo, panicked and desperate with love, urges her to
become the very thing that can destroy her: normal. In this
celebration of nonconformity, Newbery Medalist Jerry
Spinelli weaves a tense, emotional tale about the perils of
popularity and the thrill and inspiration of first love. Don’t
miss the sequel, Love, Stargirl, as well as The Warden’s
Daughter, a novel about another girl who can't help but
stand out. “Spinelli is a poet of the prepubescent. . . . No
writer guides his young characters, and his readers, past
these pitfalls and challenges and toward their futures with
more compassion.” —The New York Times
  Shakespeare and Creative Criticism Rob Conkie,Scott
Maisano,2019-09-13 What kinds of critical insights are
made possible only or especially via creative strategies?
This volume examines how creative modes of writing might
facilitate or inform new ways to critically engage with
Shakespeare. Creative writing, demonstrated in a series of
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essays, reflections, stories and scenes, operates as a
vehicle for exploring and articulating critical and theoretical
ideas. In doing so, Shakespeare’s enduring creative and
critical appeal is newly understood and critiqued.
  Fdr’s “New Deal” William N. Spencer,2019-12-04
History is an account, either verbal or written, which
describes past events, good or bad. In truth, most recorded
history is a mostly false narrative of mostly unimportant
occurrences which are the doings of czars, despots, and
tyrants and their lackey soldiers. For the most part, right or
wrong, history has always been written by the winners—of
whatever contest. And therefore, since the ‘losers’ are
irrelevant and meaningless, it may then take society many
decades, or more, to finally learn that most things were
done, not really as the supporters and academics had
recorded them for posterity. History is more than just
learning names, dates, and places. Real history is knowing
why certain events happened at a certain given time in a
particular certain place. And real history is admitting that
the supposedly ‘greatest’ saviors of humanity were really
mankind’s ‘greatest’ purveyors of human misery.
  African American History Day by Day Karen Juanita
Carrillo,2012-08-22 The proof of any group's importance to
history is in the detail, a fact made plain by this informative
book's day-by-day documentation of the impact of African
Americans on life in the United States. One of the easiest
ways to grasp any aspect of history is to look at it as a
continuum. African American History Day by Day: A
Reference Guide to Events provides just such an
opportunity. Organized in the form of a calendar, this book
allows readers to see the dates of famous births, deaths,
and events that have affected the lives of African Americans
and, by extension, of America as a whole. Each day features
an entry with information about an important event that
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occurred on that date. Background on the highlighted event
is provided, along with a link to at least one primary source
document and references to books and websites that can
provide more information. While there are other calendars
of African American history, this one is set apart by its level
of academic detail. It is not only a calendar, but also an
easy-to-use reference and learning tool.
  My Quest for Health Equity David
Satcher,2020-09-08 My Quest for Health Equity is a vital
resource for current and rising leaders.
  Our Constitution Rocks Juliette Turner,2013-02-05
Imagine a world without Twitter, Facebook, YouTube,
Instagram, or even television. That was the world the
framers of the United States Constitution lived in. Yet their
work changed the course of history. Learn how those guys
in wigs and tights came up with some of the best ideas
ever. Come along on one of the most fun and engaging
discoveries available to kids today about America’s
Constitution. Juliette Turner, Youth Advocate for
Constituting America, takes a unique look at our founding
document, presenting it in a beautifully organized fashion,
with helpful illustrations and sidebars that support the main
ideas. Packed with tons of easy-to-read, easy-to-understand
information, Our Constitution Rocks breaks down the
Constitution article by article into manageable sections in a
way everyone can read and understand—students and
parents alike. Our Constitution Rocks is for a new
generation, a reminder of what it means to have a voice
and live free. It still matters to kids today. Find out why. Our
Constitution Rocks: Is presented in an easy-to- use format
that makes the Constitution easy to understand Includes
fun facts, quotes, cartoons, actual debates, great graphics,
and much, much more Breathes new life into an old
document, reminding readers young and old why it remains
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one of the most important documents in world history Is an
ideal teaching and reference tool for homeschooling or
school libraries
  The Jungle Upton Sinclair,2010-08-19 A searing novel
of social realism, Upton Sinclair's The Jungle follows the
fortunes of Jurgis Rudkus, an immigrant who finds in the
stockyards of turn-of-the-century Chicago a ruthless system
that degrades and impoverishes him, and an industry
whose filthy practices contaminate the meat it processes.
From the stench of the killing-beds to the horrors of the
fertilizer-works, the appalling conditions in which Jurgis
works are described in intense detail by an author bent on
social reform. So powerful was the book's message that it
caught the eye of President Theodore Roosevelt and led to
changes to the food hygiene laws. In his Introduction to this
new edition, Russ Castronovo highlights the aesthetic
concerns that were central to Sinclair's aspirations,
examining the relationship between history and historical
fiction, and between the documentary impulse and literary
narrative. As he examines the book's disputed status as
novel (it is propaganda or literature?), he reveals why
Sinclair's message-driven fiction has relevance to literary
and historical matters today, now more than a hundred
years after the novel first appeared in print.
  The Story Jumble Johnathan Wang,
  China RJT Puthamana,2016-06-30 Do you want to know
more about the world's newest superpower? Then China is
the book for you. China is a comprehensive look at the
world's most populous country, China by RJT Puthumana is
well-written and factual. Chapters are organized into the
history, culture, geography, economy, government, and
more about China. Stunning visuals also complement the
book, illustrating the text. This book is can be read for
enjoyment or used for projects and other necessary actions.
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A must-read for all who want to know more about this
amazing nation. Did you know that there is only one time
zone in the entire nation? Find out more similar facts in this
book.
  Court Kasie Bill Gourgey,2017-10-20 After ICE agents
deport her parents, an undocumented teen discovers a
scandal in an explosive court case that could change the
fate of all immigrants. Fifteen-year-old Kasie has always
been an exceptionally gifted student. Unfortunately, she’s
also an undocumented immigrant. Ever since her parents
were deported during a politically motivated ICE sweep,
she’s been living with her friend’s family, in fear of ICE. But
she’s continued to excel at school, and with the support of
her mentors, applies for DACA, which provides her with the
work permit she needs to become an intern at the Supreme
Court Library. When the ICE agent who deported Kasie’s
parents comes looking for her, she flees and hides out at
the Supreme Court. There, she discovers a plot to bribe a
Supreme Court Justice in an explosive new case whose
outcome could affect the lives of millions. With nowhere left
to turn, Kasie finds herself having to choose between her
own future and the future of the only country she’s ever
called home. The story of a DREAMer who just wants to fit
in... America is a mosaic, a nation of people whose ancestry
can be traced to every region of the world. But America’s
history involves the clash of peoples, too, and there are
those who perpetually live in its shadows. As many as
eleven million undocumented immigrants, representing
roughly 3 percent of America’s population, live and work in
fear of deportation. Their primary hope: to someday
become citizens. This is the story of one promising young
immigrant’s hopes and fears. A glimpse of the challenges
faced by America’s highest court... The Supreme Court of
the United States (SCOTUS) has a rich and storied past. Its
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colorful and often bitterly contested cases have changed
the course of America’s history. But the modern Supreme
Court faces challenges on all sides—from divisive politics, to
relentless globalization, and intense corporate
lobbying—that threaten to transform it forever. This fast-
paced book shows what happens when the hidden world of
undocumented immigrants runs into the highest court in
the land!
  Adaptation for Animation Hannes Rall,2019-07-09
Talented animation artists often neglect successful
storytelling in favor of strong visuals, but now you can have
both with this complete guide to adaptation for animation.
Veteran independent filmmaker Hannes Rall teaches you
how to draw and adapt inspiration from copyright-free
materials like fairy tales, myths, and classic literature,
making it easier than ever to create your own compelling
narrative. Particular focus is given to making the adequate
narrative and visual choices when transferring a text from
page to screen: How to create a successful adaptation. With
sections on subjects like transcultural adaptations, visual
poetry and production design, this book is just the right mix
of practical advice, lavish illustrations, and industry case
studies to give you everything you need to start adapting
your story today. Key features: Learn to apply concepts of
adapting classic and modern literature for animation in
different techniques Exclusive interviews with animation
legends Giannalberto Bendazzi, John Canemaker, Ishu Patel
and Georges Schwizgebel Lavishly illustrated with 325 color
images (mostly never published before) that give thrilling
insights into the visual development of award-winning
animated adaptations
  The Influence of Literature in The Modern World
Dr.K.R.Venkatesan,Dr.k.Naveen Kumar,J.VijuKumar,
  How We Got to Black Lives Matter William
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Napier,2020-07-28 Revisionist history, vote buying politics,
bad social policy, and the misguided actions of leftist
miscreants and institutions have over time coalesced within
the United States to form a unifying con in which blacks in
particular, and more recently Hispanics and whites as well,
are now used as pawns by the political class to further its
own nefarious pursuits. Learn how slavery, and the
supposed vestiges thereof, is used by leftists worldwide in a
continuous assault on the United States—a smear campaign
that is as hollow as it is destructive. How We Got to Black
Lives Matter covers the early history of slavery around the
world—from the early colonial period, the founding of the
U.S., the antebellum period, and the critical events that led
to the Civil War. The chains of slavery were finally broken
with the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, but the benefits from this
groundbreaking legislation never seemed to materialize.
Some of the later programs designed to improve the lives of
the poor have instead helped lead to the creation of inner-
city hell holes in many of America's large urban centers.
Over the years, certain anti-poverty laws have had an
opposite effect, with the destruction of the black family and
the emergence of inter-generational welfare dependency,
runaway crime, and other maladies. Using the cudgel of
racism and discrimination to repel any constructive ideas
for reform has promoted the continuance of the dependent
classes to ensure political favor at the voting booth. This
book will reveal how we got here—along with some ways to
get out.
  Young Scholars' Developments in Philology Yulia
Lobina,2018-10-12 Culture as a way of bringing meaning
into life is maintained through discourse. In search of
factors influencing discourse effectiveness, this volume
brings together young scholars from Russia, France,
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Pakistan, Slovakia and Lebanon to focus on variation as an
essential feature of meaning producing communication, in
its multiple aspects and settings. The book is based on
papers presented during online sessions on cross-cultural
discourse, literary analysis and language education of the
7th International Young Researchers Conference “Studying
and Teaching Philology” held in Ulyanovsk, Russia, in 2017.
In Part I, Irina Zhuchkova explores variation in academic
discourse on discourse. In the first two chapters of Part II
Hibah Shabkhez discusses the interaction of various culture
codes and transformations of a literary character travelling
from one fictional world into another, and, in the next
chapter, Hibah Shabkhez, Ibreez Shabkhez and Azka
Mahboob analyse the divergence of stances taken on the
same character by its creator and the readers. In the final
chapters of this section, Ibreez Shabkhez and Maksim
Duleba uncover mechanisms of expressing conflicting
stances, with the result of marginalising discourse
participants, including the stance-taker himself. Roksolana
Povoroznyuk in Part III examines the interpreter’s choices in
mediating cross-cultural literary discourse, concentrating on
paratranslational techniques and terminological variation,
both of which involve a lot of translatorial freedom and
responsibility. Finally, Part IV by Christelle Frangieh
Fenianos addresses the issue of the second language
learner’s freedom in choosing the ways of acquiring
vocabulary, which serves as a gate to the world of cross-
cultural communication. This book will be of interest to
researchers, postgraduate students and advanced
undergraduates working in the fields of philology, discourse
analysis, literature and translation studies, and language
acquisition.
  Teaching Peace through Transformative
Literature and Metaethics Maryann P.
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DiEdwardo,2023-06-14 This book is about content driven
lectures, panels, round tables, seminars and workshops
aiming to improve learning communities and academic
literature skills. It advocates teaching peace through
transformative literary works; DiEdwardo gives her readers
her original poetry, critiques of fiction and film, as well as
an exploration of peace studies to facilitate a concentration
on curiosity, solitude, and self-development through writing.
  Counter-Narrative and Ambivalent Discourse
Toward Christianity in African Postcolonial Literature
Tatang Iskarna,2023-05-02 The book Counter-narrative and
Ambivalent Discourse towards Christianity in African
Postcolonial Literature explores the encounters and conflicts
between Christianity and African traditional culture
represented in three African postcolonial literature:
Achebe's Arrow of God, Thiong'o's The River Between, and
p'Bitek's Song of Lawino. Using postcolonial perspective,
this book reveals a counter-narrative discourse against the
arrival of Christianity in the three African postcolonial
literary works and highlights the ambivalent nature of this
resistance, as the authors cannot escape the trap of
conformity to Chtistianity and Western hegemony.
Christianity, as a missionary and culturally-destructive
religion in postcolonial Africa, is considered complex religion
that can have both positive and negative effects on
traditional African societies. While it can be a ideological
tool of colonialism that destabilizes the fabric of local life, it
also provides solutions to some local problems. This new
religious belief disrupts the social structure and cultural
traditional in the context of African postcolonial society.
  Captain McCrea's War John L. McCrea,2016-11-15
World War II from a Leader Who Saw the War from Both the
White House and the Bridge of a Battleship Vice Admiral
John L. McCrea worked with the president of the United
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States on difficult and unusual assignments, associated with
royalty and world-famous political and military leaders, and
he commanded the USS Iowa and a task force in the Pacific.
Over the years, many urged him to write a book, and before
his passing he finally recorded his reminiscences. Captain
McCrea’s War captures his amazing tales from the World
War II years. After the United States entered the war,
McCrea served as a naval aide to President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, where he set up the White House Map Room
(later known as the Situation Room) and Shangri-La (now
called Camp David). He supplied material for the president’s
fireside chats, helped arrange the Casablanca Conference,
and worked with such prominent leaders as Winston
Churchill and General Douglas MacArthur. Despite his
important work for the president, McCrea yearned for sea
duty. Persuading FDR to release him from the White House,
he was given command of the USS Iowa, the country’s
newest and largest battleship. With his new ship, McCrea
transported Roosevelt and the joint chiefs of staff across the
Atlantic for the Tehran Conference and fought with the Fast
Carrier Task Force in the Pacific. Captain McCrea’s War ends
in April 1945, when McCrea was summoned back to
Washington after President Roosevelt’s death. Skyhorse
Publishing, along with our Arcade, Good Books, Sports
Publishing, and Yucca imprints, is proud to publish a broad
range of biographies, autobiographies, and memoirs. Our
list includes biographies on well-known historical figures like
Benjamin Franklin, Nelson Mandela, and Alexander Graham
Bell, as well as villains from history, such as Heinrich
Himmler, John Wayne Gacy, and O. J. Simpson. We have
also published survivor stories of World War II, memoirs
about overcoming adversity, first-hand tales of adventure,
and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
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committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise
find a home.

Reviewing Shmoop University, Inc.: Unlocking the
Spellbinding Force of Linguistics

In a fast-paced world fueled by information and
interconnectivity, the spellbinding force of linguistics has
acquired newfound prominence. Its capacity to evoke
emotions, stimulate contemplation, and stimulate
metamorphosis is truly astonishing. Within the pages of
"Shmoop University, Inc.," an enthralling opus penned by
a highly acclaimed wordsmith, readers set about an
immersive expedition to unravel the intricate significance of
language and its indelible imprint on our lives. Throughout
this assessment, we shall delve to the book is central
motifs, appraise its distinctive narrative style, and gauge its
overarching influence on the minds of its readers.
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